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CUDA's Latest Posts
Display problems? Open this email in your web browser.

Who are academics writing for?

A lot of money goes into research, but much of it is inaccessible even to the average reader.
This is made worse by payment firewalls. If research is government funded it should be free
to read. However, that is not how academic publications work. The question is, who are
academics writing for and what do they hope to achieve? Here …

Read The Post

Dementia Friendly Assessment Tool

The Dementia Friendly Community Environmental Assessment Tool provides a relatively
simple checklist. It takes in many of the regular aspects of accessibility overlaid with design
thought for people with dementia. A good place to start your thinking. The more recent online
resource from Dementia Training Australia expands on the 2015 edition and goes into more
detail. Sections can be downloaded …

Read The Post

Inclusive customer to customer experiences in tourism

Visits to heritage sites are more than history and the site itself. It's also about the interactions
you have with others. Most inclusive tourism research has focused on the relationship
between the operator and customer. But what about the relationship between visitors with
and without disability? Shared settings for visitors create value for all customers and
therefore the business. So …
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Read The Post

What's age got to do with it?

Ageism is most often discussed in the context of older adults. However, younger people also
experience discrimination based on their age. Four years ago Per Capita published a report
with the title, What's age got to do with it? It challenged the stereotypical statements about
older workers. Although these were meant to be positive statements, they were reinforcing
stereotyping. Stereotypes …

Read The Post

UX design without users?

How can you have User Experience design, or UX design, without focusing on users? When
the big bosses say there isn't time or money. That's when designers default to trialling
designs on their colleagues and family. UX design without user experience happens when
corporates just want a good look without actually focusing on users. The FastCompany
website has a very …

Read The Post

Sensory gardens: inclusive or segregated?

Sensory gardens are usually associated with people who are blind or partially sighted. But
this strategy is not inclusive - everyone should be able to enjoy the experience. Gardens that
are fragrant, colourful, create sounds, are nice to touch, and good to taste are for everyone.
Together with accessible amenities, sensory gardens can be inclusive rather than
segregated. COVID has …

Read The Post

Accessible tourism organisations

Should we call it 'inclusive tourism' or 'accessible tourism?' Well that depends. If it is a
destination or activity specifically designed for people with disability then it's accessible. If it is
a mainstream service AND it is fully accessible for everyone then it's inclusive. There is a
place for both. Here is a list of accessible tourism organisations that are …
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Read The Post

Cinema, user experience, and public space

Three papers from the International Journal of Architecture and Planning address universal
design. Once you scroll through the usual context-setting paragraphs on the principles of
universal design, the research itself has something to offer. The articles are on cinema
experiences, user experience and public space  Disability and Otherization: Readings on
Cinema in The Light of UD Principles. The study explains …

Read The Post

Conferences and calls for papers

New conferences regularly added to the list and updated. Just added: 
 
Get your abstracts in for the 6th International Conference on Universal
Design in Brescia, Italy 7-9 September 2022. Call for papers closes 31
October 2021.
 
16th Annual TRANSED Conference 2022, Seattle, Washington, September 2022. Call for
papers closes 29 October 2021.
Read more

Membership renewals due, or join now.
Support for this newsletter by becoming a member. Annual Membership is $33.00. Set and
forget Lifetime Membership is $110.00 inc GST. Corporate is $220.00 inc GST.
Pay by PayPal, credit card or bank transfer. Members are entitled to use the CUDA logo on
electronic stationery and receive discounted CUDA events. 

  
Already a member? RENEW now for 2021-2022. You can also DONATE to support this
newsletter, the website and the work of CUDA .

  
Your support really counts. It helps us spread the word on inclusive practice via social media,
advocacy work, and submission writing.

Free Online Learning
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Home Coming? Framing Housing Policy for the Future
This course will help you get your head around the complexities and see how universal
design can make things simple. For policy makers, urban planners, housing professionals
and home builders. Find out more! Takes less than an hour to do.

Introduction to Universal Design
You can do this one on your phone! Certificate at the end. covers principles, goals,
stereotyping and diversity. A good overview for anyone. Takes less than an hour.

Centre for Universal Design Australia is proudly supported by

You can find the last six newsletters in the newsletter archive.
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